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Association of XRCC3 and XRCC4 gene
polymorphisms, family history of cancer and tobacco
smoking with non-small-cell lung cancer in a Chinese
population: a case–control study

Fei He1, Shen-Chih Chang2, Gina Maria Wallar2, Zuo-Feng Zhang2 and Lin Cai1

Single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) of DNA repair genes have been reported to modify cancer risk. This study aimed to

determine SNPs of the DNA repair genes X-ray repair cross-complementing group 3 (XRCC3) and X-ray cross-complementing

group 4 (XRCC4) and their association with non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) susceptibility in a Chinese population. A total

of 507 NSCLC patients and 662 healthy controls were recruited for genotyping. Epidemiological and clinical data were also

collected for association studies. The data showed that the rs1799794 G allele in the XRCC3 gene and minor allele carriers of

XRCC4, including rs1056503 and rs9293337, were inversely associated with NSCLC risk (GG vs homozygote AA), whereas the

rs861537 AG or AA genotype and XRCC4 rs6869366 had a significantly increased NSCLC risk. Furthermore, tobacco smoking

over 26 pack-years, a family history of lung cancer, exposure to environmental tobacco smoke (ETS) and negative mental status

were risk factors for developing NSCLC. This study suggests that SNPs of XRCC3 and XRCC4 and other environmental factors

are risk factors for developing NSCLC in this Chinese Han population.
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INTRODUCTION

Lung cancer was the most commonly diagnosed cancer and the
leading cause of cancer-related deaths in men and was the fourth
most commonly diagnosed cancer and the second leading cause of
cancer-related deaths in women in 2008, accounting for approxi-
mately 1.6 million worldwide new cases and 1.4 million deaths in
2008.1 Histologically, lung cancer can be divided into small-cell lung
cancer and non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC). The latter includes
squamous cell carcinoma, adenocarcinoma and large-cell carcinoma.
Survival of lung cancer patients is still very low; thus, prevention and
early detection could reduce the burdens of lung cancer.

Tobacco smoke is an important risk factor for developing lung
cancer, accounting for 80% of male lung cancers and 50% of female
cases. Studies of familial aggregation in lung cancer suggest that
inherited genetic susceptibility may contribute to tumorigenesis.2

Tobacco smoke can induce DNA damage,3 such as DNA double-
strand breaks (DSBs), which are the most detrimental form of DNA
damage and can result in gene mutation, cell death or neoplastic
transformation. In addition, improperly repaired DSBs can induce a
high predisposition to gene translocations and tumorigenesis. To date,
there are two types of DNA DSB repair processes, including

homologous recombination and non-homologous end-joining DNA
repairs. Homologous recombination promotes accurate repair of
DSBs by copying intact information from an undamaged
homologous DNA template. Non-homologous end-joining is a
homology-independent mechanism that rejoins broken ends
irrespective of DNA sequences.4,5 The X-ray repair cross-
complementing group 3 (XRCC3) gene belongs to the homologous
recombination pathway and its protein helps to maintain
chromosome stability and repair damaged DNA when DSBs occur.
In addition, it has an essential role in maintaining chromosome
stability during cell division.6,7 XRCC3 is also a member of the RecA/
Rad51 family of proteins that includes seven recA-like genes,
including RAD51, RAD51L1/B, RAD51L2/C, RAD51L3/D/TRAD,
XRCC2, XRCC3 and DMC1.8–10 Moreover, the X-ray cross-
complementing group 4 (XRCC4) gene, an important component
of non-homologous end-joining, works in conjunction with Ku70/
Ku80 and ligase 4 to have a major role in the precision end-joining of
blunt DSBs.11 A study using animal models showed that mouse
embryonic cells with disrupted XRCC4 had reduced proliferation,
radiation hypersensitivity, chromosomal instability and severely
impaired variable (V), diversity (D) and joining (J) (V(D)J)
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recombination.12 These data indicate that alteration of DNA repair
genes is associated with human carcinogenesis.

Thus, single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the XRCC3 and
XRCC4 genes may contribute to the unrepaired DNA damage in the
human genome, resulting in susceptibility to tumorigenesis.13–15

Some studies have identified polymorphisms in XRCC3 and XRCC4
to be associated with lung cancer risk, including rs861539,16

rs686936617 and rs1799796.18 However, the results of some
studies19,20 on lung cancer or other cancer type were inconsistent.
A few other studies focused on NSCLC susceptibility in association
with XRCC3 and XRCC4.21,22 In this study, we investigated the
associations between NSCLC and SNPs of XRCC3 (rs861539,
rs1799796, rs861537 and rs1799794) and XRCC4 (rs9293337,
rs6869366, rs3734091 and rs1056503) in a Chinese Han population.
We also examined the joint effects of haplotypes and diplotypes of
XRCC3 and XRCC4 and their association, together with individual
social behavior factors, with NSCLC risk.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study subjects
In this study, we recruited 507 patients with newly diagnosed primary NSCLC

and 662 controls subjects from our three area hospitals (The First Clinical

Medical College of Fujian Medical University, The Affiliated Union Hospital of

Fujian Medical University and Fuzhou General Hospital) between July 2006

and September 2009. Second primary and recurrent NSCLC cases were

excluded from this study. The recruiting rate for NSCLC patients was

96.93% and the rate for control subjects was 92.0%. All cases and controls

resided in Fuzhou City or in the surrounding regions of Fujian Province. The

controls were randomly selected from the community and matched to the

cases by age (±3 years) and gender. Individuals who were direct relatives to

the cases or had a previous history of cancer were excluded. This case–control

study was approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of Fujian Medical

University (Fuzhou, China) and University of California at Los Angeles

(UCLA, USA). All participants agreed to this study and signed a consent form.

Data and sample collections
All epidemiological data were obtained by in-person interviews using a

standardized questionnaire, which collected information on demographic

characteristics, socioeconomic status, diet, family history of lung cancer and

living environment. Furthermore, history of tobacco use and exposure was

collected to determine the age when the patient started to smoke, as well as the

duration, amount and levels of exposure to environmental tobacco smoke

(ETS).

Smokers were defined as individuals who had smoked at least 100 cigarettes

during their lifetime. Cumulative smoking was quantified by pack-years

((cigarettes per day/20)� (years smoked)). Light and heavy smokers were

categorized using the 50th percentile of pack-years in the controls. ETS was

defined as exposure to other ETS at home and/or at work for more than

15 min per day. Mental status was defined in two states, pessimistic as negative

and optimistic as positive.

A 5-ml non-fasting blood sample was collected from each case with a

vacuum tube. A saliva sample was also collected from each control using the

Oragene DNA Self-Collection Kit (DNA Genotek, Ottawa, ON, Canada).

Selection of SNPs
In this study, based on the HapMap-CHB genotype data (HapMap Data Rel 27

Phase IIþ III, Feb09, on NCBI B36 assembly, dbSNP b126), we set an

r2 threshold of 0.5 and a minor allele frequency 40.10 as suggested by the

study by Carlson et al.23 XRCC3 tSNPs rs861537 and rs1799794 were identified

using a haplotype-based tagging method by de Bakker et al.24 in Haploview

program. Considering the inconsequent results in the previous studies,

rs861539 and rs1799796 in XRCC3 were selected as candidate SNPs. For

XRCC4, tSNPs rs3734091 and rs1056503 were in the coding SNP region and

rs6869366 was in the promoter region. According to the sequence-based

approach,25 these three SNPs may be the underlying functional SNPs. And, we

chose rs9293337 as the candidate SNP in lung cancer first time.

Genotyping
Genomic DNA from the blood and saliva samples was extracted using a

protease K digestion and phenol–chloroform extraction and purification

according to a standard operation procedure. The genomic DNA was then

stored at �20 1C. After that, DNA samples were subjected to SNP genotyping

using the Sequenom platform according to the manufacturer’s iPLEX

Application Guide (Sequenom, San Diego, CA, USA). Polymerase chain

reaction (PCR) and extension primers were designed using MassARRAY Assay

Design 3.1 software (Sequenom). Briefly, PCR amplification was conducted in

a total volume of 5ml with 10 ng of genomic DNA, 3.5 mM of MgCl2, 0.5 U of

HotStarTaq polymerase (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA), 500mM of dNTP

(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) and 60 nM of each primer set. The PCR

conditions were as follows: 94 1C for 15 min followed by 45 cycles of 94 1C for

20 s, 56 1C for 30 s and 72 1C for 1 min, and a final extension at 72 1C for

3 min. The PCR products were subjected to shrimp alkaline phosphatase

treatment in a total volume of 7ml with 0.3 U of shrimp alkaline phosphatase

enzyme and then incubated at 37 1C for 40 min. Next, the products were

further subjected to iPLEX reactions in a total volume of 9ml with 1� iPLEX

termination mix, 1� iPLEX enzyme and 5.625mM of each extension primer.

The products were incubated at 94 1C for 30 s followed by a total of 200 nested

PCR cycles consisting of 40 main cycles at 94 1C for 5 s, five subcycles at 52 1C

for 5 s and 80 1C for 5 s, and a final extension at 72 1C for 3 min. The products

were then cleaned with 6 mg of resin and applied to a SpectroCHIP. At the end

of the experiments, the samples were scanned through a MALDI-TOF MS

system and genotypes were analyzed by the MassArrayTyper 3.4 (Sequenom).

Approximately 10% of the samples were randomly repeated for quality control

purposes. Genotyping call rates were 494.0% and the concordance rate

reached 99.5%.

Statistical analysis
Statistical software PASW v.19.0 (IBM Corporation, Somers, NY, USA) was

used for our data analyses. Two-sided w2 tests were performed to compare

differences in distributions of selected demographic factors between cases and

controls. Unconditional logistic regression models were used to estimate odds

ratios (ORs) and their 95% confidence intervals (CIs). Potential confounders

were selected based on prior knowledge of lung cancer, which include age,

gender, education, family history of lung cancer, smoking status, ETS, and

mental and marital status. Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium was conducted using

a goodness-of-fit w2 test with linkage disequilibrium analyzer (LDA) software

v.1.0 (Chinese National Human Genome Center, Beijing, China) for each SNP

among the controls. Haplotypes and diplotypes of XRCC3 and XRCC4 and

their associations with NSCLC were determined using PHASE 2.1 software

(Department of Statistics, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL, USA). Gene–

environment interactions were determined using the association rule mining

method with SPSS Clementine v.12.0 (IBM Corporation). The variables that

were significant in both univariate and association analyses were subjected to

logistic multifactor analysis.

We used association rule mining to identify the strong associations that

satisfied predefined minimum support and confidence at the same time from a

given database. Thus, we first searched item sets called frequent or large item

sets whose occurrences exceeded a predefined threshold in the database.

We then generated the association rules from the frequent item sets with

the constraints of minimal confidence or deleting the last items in the

antecedent. We inserted these sets to the consequent and then determined

the interests of the rules by checking the confidence levels. These processes

iterated until the antecedent became empty. Next, the three most important

evaluating indicators were defined as the support, confidence and lift. The lift

was defined as the ratio of the confidence of the rule and the expected

confidence of the rule. The expected confidence was the product of the support

values of the rule body and the rule head divided by the support of the

rule body. The confidence value was the ratio of the support of the joined rule

body and rule head divided by the support of the rule body. Clementine

was the data-mining workbench that offered a number of algorithms for
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clustering, classification, association and prediction, as well as algorithms

for automated multiple modeling, time-series forecasting and interactive

rule building. These algorithms exist in a Clementine ‘base’ module with

optional additional modules. In this study, an apriority algorithm was used to

analyze the data stream to identify the association between the variants and

disease outcome.

RESULTS

Characteristics of study subjects
In this study, we recruited a total of 507 cases and 662 controls.
Demographic characteristics and risk factors between cases and
controls are described in Table 1. In particular, tobacco smoke,
especially heavy smoking and starting to smoke earlier in life,

exposure to ETS, family cancer history and a negative mental status
were associated with NSCLC. In contrast, a high educational back-
ground was a protective factor for NSCLC. People with a negative
mental status had an increased risk for developing NSCLC with or
without a history of tobacco smoking (P¼ 0.001 and 0.010, respec-
tively). A family history of lung cancer was also associated
with NSCLC (odds ratio (OR)¼ 1.47; 95% confidence interval (CI):
1.09–1.98), especially among tobacco smokers (OR¼ 1.94; 95% CI:
1.21–3.12).

Individual SNP and haplotype effects on NSCLC risk
We then detected the individual SNP and haplotype effects of XRCC3
and XRCC4 on NSCLC risk. Data in Table 2 show the genotype

Table 1 Distribution of selected variables among cases and controls in Han population

Variables (n¼1169) Case (%) (n¼507) Control (%) (n¼662) P-value Odds ratios (95% confidence intervals)

Age (years), mean±s.d. 58.91±11.55 58.84±11.95 0.621

p50 117 (23.1) 154 (23.3) 1

51–69 296 (58.4) 371 (56.0) 1.05 (0.79–1.40)

X70 94 (18.5) 137 (20.7) 0.90 (0.63–1.29)

Gender 0.827

Male 369 (72.8) 478 (72.2) 1

Female 138 (27.2) 184 (27.8) 1.03 (0.79–1.33)

Education 0.001

Illiteracy 71 (14.0) 64 (9.7) 1

Middle school and below 303 (59.8) 359 (54.2) 0.76 (0.53–1.10)

High school and above 133 (26.2) 239 (36.1) 0.50 (0.34–0.75)

Family history of lung cancer 0.011

No 397 (78.3) 557 (84.1) 1

Yes 110 (21.7) 105 (15.9) 1.47 (1.09–1.98)

ETS o0.001

No 123 (24.3) 436 (65.9) 1

Yes 384 (75.7) 226 (34.1) 6.02 (4.65–7.80)

Marital status 0.272

Married 477 (94.1) 612 (92.4) 1

Single 30 (5.9) 50 (7.6) 0.77 (0.48–1.23)

Mental status 0.001

Positive 410 (80.9) 582 (87.9) 1

Negative 97 (19.1) 80 (12.1) 1.72 (1.25–2.38)

Age start smoke (n¼565) 0.001

p20 229 (71.6) 141 (57.6) 1

X21 91 (28.4) 104 (42.4) 0.54 (0.38–0.77)

Smoking pack-years (mean±s.d.) 10.82±19.01 31.40±34.88 o0.001

Never 187 (36.9) 416 (63.2) 1

p25 70 (13.8) 125 (18.9) 1.25 (0.89–1.75)

X26 250 (49.3) 118 (17.9) 4.71 (3.57–6.23)

Histology

Adenocarcinoma 245 (48.3)

Squamous cell carcinoma 181 (35.7)

Others 81 (16.0)

Abbreviation: ETS, environmental tobacco smoke.
Bold numerals: A P-value of o0.05 was considered statistically significant.
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frequency of each gene polymorphism in the cases and controls,
as well as the corresponding ORs for NSCLC. The variant genotypes
of XRCC3 rs861537 and XRCC4 rs6869366 were found to be
associated with an increased risk of NSCLC, with adjusted ORs of
1.46 (95% (CI): 1.10–1.94) and 1.86 (95% (CI): 1.18–2.91), respec-
tively. Minor allele carriers of XRCC3 rs1799794 and
XRCC4 rs1056503 and rs9293337 were inversely associated
with NSCLC risk, with adjusted ORs of 0.73 (95% (CI): 0.55–0.98),
0.70 (95% (CI): 0.53–0.91) and 0.71 (95% (CI): 0.54–0.93),
respectively.

Haplotypes and diplotypes of XRCC3 and XRCC4 SNPs and
their association with NSCLC are shown in Table 3. In brief, the
common haplotype served as the reference group, which was used to
generate each OR. The distributions of the XRCC3 (rs861539–
rs1799796–rs861537–rs1799794) haplotype and XRCC4 (rs3734091–
rs1056503) haplotype were different between NSCLC cases and
controls using a permutation test (Po0.05). For XRCC3,
diplotypes of CGAA/CGAA, CAGA/CGAA and CAGG/TAAA were
associated with the risk for NSCLC, with ORs of 1.93 (95% CI: 1.21–
3.07), 1.82 (95% CI: 1.13–2.96) and 2.07 (95% CI: 1.05–4.08),

Table 2 Distribution of XRCC3 and XRCC4 single-nucleotide polymorphisms and their associations with non-small-cell lung cancer in Han

population

Unadjusted odds ratios Adjusted odds ratios*

Locus Case (%) (n¼507) Control (%) (n¼662) (95% confidence intervals) (95% confidence intervals) Ptrend-value

XRCC3

rs861539 (PHWE¼0.99) 507 660 0.692

CC 450 (88.8%) 589 (89.2%) 1 1

CT 54 (10.7%) 69 (10.5%) 1.02 (0.70–1.49) 1.12 (0.83–1.51)

TT 3 (0.5%) 2 (0.3%) 1.96 (0.33–11.80) 1.10 (0.73–1.65)

CTþ TT 57 (11.2%) 71 (10.8%) 1.05 (0.73–1.52) 1.10 (0.72–1.68)

rs1799796 (PHWE¼0.07) 455 652 0.175

AA 174 (34.3%) 276 (42.3%) 1 1

AG 206 (40.6%) 280 (42.9%) 1.17 (0.90–1.52) 1.11 (0.82–1.49)

GG 75 (34.3%) 96 (14.8%) 1.24 (0.87–1.77) 1.09 (0.73–1.64)

AGþGG 281 (61.8%) 376 (57.7%) 1.19 (0.93–1.51) 1.10 (0.83–1.46)

rs861537 (PHWE¼0.16) 507 660 0.001

GG 147 (29.0%) 254 (38.5%) 1 1

AG 255 (50.3%) 297 (45.0%) 1.48 (1.14–1.93) 1.44 (1.06–1.94)

AA 105 (20.7%) 109 (16.5%) 1.66 (1.19–2.33) 1.53 (1.04–2.25)

AGþAA 360 (71.0%) 406 (61.5%) 1.53 (1.20–1.96) 1.46 (1.10–1.94)

rs1799794 (PHWE¼0.18) 507 661 0.002

AA 180 (35.5%) 184 (27.8%) 1 1

AG 230 (45.4%) 313 (47.4%) 0.75 (0.58–0.98) 0.80 (0.59–1.09)

GG 97 (19.1%) 164 (24.8%) 0.61 (0.44–0.84) 0.60 (0.41–0.87)

AGþGG 327 (64.5%) 477 (72.2%) 0.70 (0.55–0.90) 0.73 (0.55–0.98)

XRCC4

rs6869366 (PHWE¼0.94) 501 651 0.009

TT 437 (87.2%) 599 (92.1%) 1 1

TG 63 (12.6%) 51 (7.8%) 1.69 (1.15–2.50) 1.85 (1.17–2.92)

GG 1 (0.2%) 1 (0.1%) 1.37 (0.09–21.97) 2.12 (0.12–36.72)

TGþGG 64 (12.8%) 52 (7.9%) 1.69 (1.15–2.48) 1.86 (1.18–2.91)

rs3734091 (PHWE¼0.14) 505 654 0.397

CC 443 (87.7%) 583 (89.1%) 1 1

CA 61 (12.1%) 71 (10.9%) 1.13 (0.79–1.63) 1.08 (0.71–1.65)

AA 1 (0.2%) 0 (0.0%) � �
CAþAA 62 (12.3%) 71 (10.9%) 1.15 (0.80–1.65) 1.12 (0.73–1.69)

rs1056503 (PHWE¼0.16) 504 652 0.004

GG 281 (55.8%) 312 (47.9%) 1 1

GT 197 (39.1%) 289 (44.3%) 0.76 (0.59–0.97) 0.70 (0.53–0.93)

TT 26 (5.2%) 51 (7.8%) 0.57 (0.34–0.93) 0.65 (0.37–1.16)

GTþTT 223 (44.2%) 340 (52.1%) 0.73 (0.58–0.92) 0.70 (0.53–0.91)

rs9293337 (PHWE¼0.88) 452 654 0.007

TT 251 (55.5%) 316 (48.3%) 1 1

CT 173 (38.3%) 276 (42.2%) 0.79 (0.61–1.02) 0.74 (0.55–0.99)

CC 21 (4.6%) 62 (9.5%) 0.57 (0.35–0.92) 0.57 (0.31–0.98)

CTþCC 194 (42.9%) 338 (51.7%) 0.75 (0.59–0.95) 0.71 (0.54–0.93)

Abbreviations: HWE, Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium; XRCC3, X-ray repair cross-complementing group 3; XRCC4, X-ray repair cross-complementing group 4.
*Adjusted by age, gender, education, family history of lung cancer, smoking status, environmental tobacco smoke, and mental and marital status.
Bold numerals: A P-value of o0.05 was considered statistically significant.
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respectively, as compared with diplotype CAGG/CAGG. For
XRCC4, rs9293337, rs1056503, rs6869366 and rs3734091 were in
linkage disequilibrium, and thus we chose rs3734091 and rs1056503
(linkage disequilibrium analysis showed Po0.001) for the diplotype
analysis. However, the results did not show any association between
these diplotypes and NSCLC risk compared with the CG/CG
diplotype.

Gene–environment interactions
Gene–environment interactions were evaluated using the Clementine
association rule mining analysis, in which NSCLC was a consequent
and the diplotypes, age, gender, education levels, family history of
lung cancer, ETS, marital status, mental status, smoking pack-years
and the age of the first tobacco smoke were antecedents. The
following parameters were used: minimum support¼ 5%; minimum
confidence¼ 60%; and maximum number of antecedents¼ 4. As a
result, we obtained 387 rules and chose the rules with a lift 41.9%.
The data are shown in Table 4. For the lift value, we could interpret
the importance of numerous rules and further assessed the important
variables with cancer. The data showed that male patients who
smoked before the age of 20 years and had a history of over 26 pack-
years, a family history of lung cancer or ETS exposure, CGAA/CGAA
in XRCC3 and CG/CG in XRCC4 were associated with NSCLC risk.
From all of these rules, the quantity of tobacco smoke was an essential
component in determining the risk for developing NSCLC. Further-
more, logistic multifactor analysis showed that tobacco smokers over
26 pack-years with a family history of lung cancer history or ETS
exposure, CGAA/CGAA in XRCC3 and negative mental status were at
risk of developing NSCLC.

DISCUSSION

In this case–control study of Chinese NSCLC patients and healthy
control patients, we determined an association between XRCC3 and

XRCC4 SNPs or other known risk factors and NSCLC susceptibility.
We found five SNPs, including rs861537 and rs1799794 in XRCC3
and rs6869366, rs1056503 and rs9293337 in XRCC4, to be associated
with NSCLC risk in both adjusted and unadjusted models. For
example, the rs1799794 G allele in the XRCC3 gene was inversely
associated with NSCLC risk (GG vs homozygote AA), whereas the
rs861537 AG or AA genotype and XRCC4 rs6869366 had a
significantly increased NSCLC risk. In contrast, minor allele carriers
of XRCC4 rs1056503 and rs9293337 were inversely associated with
NSCLC risk. In addition, 26 pack-year tobacco smokers, a family
history of lung cancer, ETS exposure, CGAA/CGAA in XRCC3 and a
negative mental status were risk factors in NSCLC development. The
data from this study indicate that gene–environment interactions have
an important role in NSCLC development.

Previous studies showed that rs1799794 was a prognostic indicator
for radiation and chemotherapy in NSCLC and a miR-328 binding
site.26,27 Moreover, the SNP marker rs861537 was in the subset of
tagging SNPs identified by the Haploview Program and mapped to
the intron region of XRCC3. This polymorphism was first shown to
contribute to NSCLC risk in this study. However, to date, there is a
lack of biological mechanistic and epidemiological data to support
this finding. A recent study demonstrated that the rs861537 SNP was
associated with the risk of lung, colorectal and breast cancer.28

Another study showed that rs861539 was associated with G2
chromosomal radiosensitivity and could have a protective role in
cancer susceptibility.29 However, the same group 4 years later failed to
repeat their previous data on the association between rs861539 and
cancer risk or G(2) chromosomal radiosensitivity.30 Meta-analysis19,31

studies concluded that this SNP might have not been associated with
lung cancer risk. However, our current study demonstrated that
XRCC3 rs861537 was associated with an increased risk of NSCLC,
whereas the minor allele carriers of XRCC3 rs1799794 were inversely
associated with NSCLC risk.

Table 3 Distributions of XRCC3 and XRCC4 diplotypes and haplotypes and their associations with non-small-cell lung cancer in Han

population

Frequency (%) Frequency (%) Odds ratios

Haplotype Case Control Diplotype Case Control 95% confidence intervalsa P-value

XRCC3 (rs861539–rs1799796–rs861537–rs1799794)(Ppermutation test¼0.001)

CAGG 38.6 45.3 CAGG/CAGG 20.3 27.3 1

CGAA 36.7 31.3 CAGG/CGAA 30.2 31.5 1.21 (0.84–1.74) 0.311

CAGA 14.5 12.2 CGAA/CGAA 15.4 10.4 1.93 (1.21–3.07) 0.006

TAAA 5.5 4.7 CAGA/CAGG 11.0 12.1 1.33 (0.82–2.15) 0.245

Othersb 4.7 6.5 CAGA/CGAA 13.6 10.0 1.82 (1.13–2.96) 0.015

CAGG/TAAA 5.7 3.5 2.07 (1.05–4.08) 0.036

CAGA/TAAA 1.4 1.1 3.11 (0.93–10.35) 0.065

Othersc 2.4 4.1 0.68 (0.30–1.54) 0.352

XRCC4 (rs3734091–rs1056503)(Ppermutation test¼0.013)

CG 70.8 66.8 CG/CG 49.1 44.1 1

CT 22.9 27.9 CG/CT 34.5 39.4 0.76 (0.56–1.02) 0.067

AG 4.5 3.3 CG/AG 6.9 4.6 1.39 (0.76–2.52) 0.285

AT 1.8 2.0 CT/CT 4.2 5.7 0.67 (0.35–1.27) 0.220

CG/AT 4.1 4.2 0.63 (0.33–1.21) 0.164

Others 1.2 2.0 1.10 (0.35–3.46) 0.876

Abbreviations: XRCC3, X-ray repair cross-complementing group 3; XRCC4, X-ray repair cross-complementing group 4.
Bold numerals: A P-value of o0.05 was considered statistically significant.
aAdjusted by age, gender, education, family history of lung cancer, smoking status, environmental tobacco smoke, and mental and marital status.
bFrequency o5%.
cFrequency o2%.
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In this study, we did not find any association of rs1799796 with
NSCLC risk. A previous study also suggested that there were no XRCC3
polymorphisms associated with the susceptibility of urothelial bladder
cancer.32 However, this SNP has been associated with a reduced breast
cancer risk.20 Jacobsen et al.18 found that rs1799796 combining with
other two polymorphisms rs1799794 and rs861539 as a haplotype AAC
that are associated with relatively high risk of lung cancer.

Our current study showed an association of rs1056503 with a
reduced NSCLC risk. Liu et al.33 did not find that this individual
genotype was associated with glioma risk. In contrast, a three-locus
interaction model showed that LIG4 SNP rs1805388 (C4T), XRCC4
SNP rs7734849 (A4T) and SNP rs1056503 (G4T) contributed to
glioma susceptibility.33 A functional analysis of XRCC4 rs1056503
demonstrated that this polymorphism might have played a role in
alternative splicing of mRNA.34 This study suggested that the XRCC4
rs9293337 genotype was associated with NSCLC risk and could be a
novel marker for prevention and anticancer intervention studies.
Further study is needed to explore the clinical significance of
rs9293337 in NSCLC patients.

In addition, consistent with the data in other population studies,
patients who smoked and carried the rs6869366 G allele had an
increased risk for NSCLC (P¼ 0.004). This association was not
evident in non-smokers (P¼ 0.934). This finding was similar to a
Taiwanese study,17 which indicated that this polymorphism may affect
NSCLC risk after tobacco smoking. In this study, rs3734091 was not
associated with NSCLC risk, even though some previous studies have
assessed this SNP for its association with NSCLC risk.16,17,35

Although the association between a family history of cancer and
lung cancer susceptibility has been previously reported widely,36 our
current study further confirmed such data. Moreover, we also found
an association of NSCLC risk with other clinical and epidemiological
data. Indeed, in the 1960s, one study showed that a repressed
expression of emotions in cancer patients contributed to a type C
personality (‘cancer-prone’). In a recent prospective study,37 patients
with breast cancer tended to have an increased risk for bearing the
‘high commitment’ characteristic, which could contribute to cancer
risk through immune and hormonal pathways. In this study, we
found that negative personality was likely associated with NSCLC.
We also confirmed that tobacco smoke (duration, smoking starting at
young age and pack-years) was associated with NSCLC risk.

In this study, we analyzed our data by using the association rule,
which is a classical algorithm of data mining. It has a strong ability to
deal with incomplete data to discover patterns that are unknown and
novel to investigators by providing a reference to understand and
analyze the data. Using the association rule algorithm, we reduced the
influence of missing values to find latent influencing factors. We then
combined and analyzed the important variables using data mining
software. After choosing variables, we focused on fewer indicators to
form a model, allowing the data to be more consistent with logistic
regression analyses.

In this study, we found that the risk factors in developing NSCLC
were tobacco smokers over 26 pack-years with a family history of lung
cancer, ETS exposure, CGAA/CGAA in XRCC3 and negative mental
status. Then, by observing the interaction results between diplotype
XRCC3 patients and environment factors (including smoking status,
family history of lung cancer, ETS and mental status), we found that
more than 26 pack-year tobacco smokers resulted in 7.08 times (after
adjusting, Po0.0001) increased risk for developing NSCLC. With
CGAA/CGAA in XRCC3, the risk was 24.71 times (after adjusting,
P¼ 0.214). We found that compared with the health controls, the OR
value in the risk of suffering from NSCLC was 2.05 in the individuals
with CGAA/CGAA in XRCC3 and a family history of lung cancer,
which was higher than 1.65 in those with a family history of lung
cancer only. That value in the risk of suffering from NSCLC was 14.42
in the individuals with CGAA/CGAA in XRCC3 and an exposure
history of ETS, comparing with the health controls. It was higher than
4.83 in those with exposure history of ETS only. Compared with the
health controls, the OR value in the risk of suffering from NSCLC was
2.18 in the individuals with CGAA/CGAA in XRCC3 and negative
mental status, which was higher than 1.73 in those with negative
mental status only. Even though the P-value was 40.05, without
considering the 95% CI of OR value, it indicated that the diplotype of
XRCC3 CGAA/CGAA had a synergistic effect with smoke status,
family history of lung cancer, ETS and mental status.

This study was also subject to several methodological limitations.
For example, given the retrospective nature of this study design,
smoking behaviors were recalled by participants and were subject to
information bias. In addition, unequal recall among cases and
controls could have led to an overestimation of the observed
associations. The personality status data, which was collected from

Table 4 Association of gene–environment factors with NSCLC risk in Han population

Rule ID Antecedent Instances

Support

(%)

Confidence

(%)

Rule support

(%) Lift Deployability

11 Family history of lung cancer plus 26 packs per year tobacco smoke 66 5.65 84.85 4.79 1.96 0.86

68 Family history of lung cancer plus 26 packs per year male tobacco smoker 66 5.65 84.85 4.79 1.96 0.86

293 rs3734091–rs1056503_CG/CG plus 26 packs per year smoker with

education level of middle school or below or environmental tobacco smoke

87 7.44 83.91 6.24 1.93 1.20

264 Age starting smoke at o20 years old for 26 packs per year with

rs3734091–rs1056503_CG/CG or environmental tobacco smoke

131 11.21 83.21 9.32 1.92 1.88

258 Age starting smoke at o20 years old for 26 packs per year with education

level of middle school or below or environmental tobacco smoke

93 7.96 82.80 6.59 1.91 1.37

268 Smoker who married and age starting smoke at o20 years old for

26 packs per year or environmental tobacco smoke

185 15.83 82.70 13.09 1.91 2.74

117 rs861539–rs1799796–rs861537–rs1799794_CGAA/CGAA

plus 26 packs per year smoker or environmental tobacco smoke

127 10.86 82.68 8.98 1.91 1.88

294 rs861539–rs1799796–rs861537–rs1799794_CGAA/CGAA

plus 26 packs per year male smoker or environmental tobacco smoke

127 10.86 82.68 8.98 1.91 1.88

Abbreviation: NSCLC, non-small-cell lung cancer.
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the patients’ self-assessment in this study, were not specifically
collected using the examining personality characteristics, and thus
their association with NSCLC risk might have been aggrandized.
Further study is needed to examine this association using a measuring
scale.
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